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Le Potager du Marais 

"Vegetarian Delight"

The name of this restaurant literally translates into "The Kitchen Garden of

the Marsh," which is quite fitting. It caters extensively to vegetarians and

offers delicious organic French fare in a pleasant rustic atmosphere. The

staff is most attentive and the service efficient. Teamed with the good

food, the rating of this little joint soars high - it's no surprise that it has a

number of regulars coming in.

 +33 1 5740 9857  www.lepotagerdumarais.fr

/

 lepotagerdumarais@yahoo.

fr

 24 rue Rambuteau, Paris
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Loving Hut 

"Go Vegan!"

Part of a world-wide chain, Loving Hut in Paris' 11th arrondissement is

done up in vibrant colors that is appealing. A vegan and vegetarian haven,

all the ingredients used are organic and taste delicious. Though it is more

vegan, with some dishes that are an imitation of meat yet tasty such as

golden nuggets, merry crispy and delight of the seven seas. They even

have a wide array of drinks and cocktails with fruits and flowers. Try it out

if you want something different and do visit if you love vegan food.

 +33 1 4806 4384  paris.lovinghut.fr/  paris@lovinghut.fr  92 Boulevard Beaumarchais,

Paris
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Soya 

"Cute Vegetarian Restaurant"

Soya is a blend of vegetarian and vegan cuisines and has dishes that are

gluten free as well. Everything is organic here. Located in the heart of

Paris' 11th arrondissement, the restaurant has a loft like ambiance and can

be easily missed since there are no signboards. You will know you are

there when you spot the countless candle lights shining through the huge

windows. The sight of lovely wooden tables and candle glow will definitely

warm your hearts while the delectable food and decadent desserts will

charm you. The menu features salads, curries, savories, soy in every form

and desserts. They even have a selective organic wine list.

 +33 1 4805 1300  www.soya75.fr/  soyacantinebio@gmail.com  20 Rue de la Pierre Levée,

Paris
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